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(57) The encrypted search result adding module of
the encrypted search database device includes: a search
result generating unit which generates a linear list as a
list of search results for newly registered document data;
an initial point information generating unit which gener-
ates initial point information as address of first data cor-
responding to a keyword; an initial point information en-
crypting unit which encrypts and adds/stores generated

initial point information with an encryption key; and an
encrypted linear list adding unit which generates and
adds/stores an encrypted linear list by encrypting the lin-
ear list with the encryption key, and stores each keyword
and final point information as the address of last data in
the encrypted linear list for the keyword as adding infor-
mation.
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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present invention relates to an encrypted
search database device, an encrypted search data add-
ing/deleting method, and an adding/deleting program.
More specifically, the present invention relates to an en-
crypted search database device and the like capable of
reducing the risk of leaking information when adding, de-
leting, and updating documents.

BACKGROUND ART

[0002] It has been quite a while since databases using
computers became deeply involved with operations of
organizations such as business enterprises and public
institutions. One of the basic functions of the database
is data searching by using a keyword. This function is to
extract a document containing a specific keyword from
a plurality of documents registered in the database. A
tremendous number of documents are registered in the
database, so that it is inefficient to analyze all the sen-
tences contained within the documents to judge whether
or not the keyword is contained therein every time there
is a request from a user for searching.
[0003] Therefore, with most of the databases, it is pos-
sible to generate an index file for searching and to use it
at the time of searching. The index file saves a list of
corresponding documents as the search result for a spe-
cific keyword. The index file is updated regularly (e.g.,
every day at a prescribed time) in accordance with the
actions of adding, deleting, and updating the document
data. The use of the index file makes it possible to speed
up the processing related to the searching.
[0004] In the meantime, in a database within an organ-
ization such as a business enterprise, a great number of
pieces of information regarding the industrial secret and
personal secret which are not allowed to be leaked to the
outside of the organization are registered. Naturally,
searching by using a keyword is required for such infor-
mation as well. However, even when the document file
itself is encrypted, there is a risk of leaking the information
regarding which document contains which keyword from
the saved index file. Thus, the simply encrypted index
file cannot be used for search processing unless it is de-
crypted.
[0005] Non-Patent Documents 1 and 2 describe spe-
cific methods regarding the technique called Searchable
Symmetric Encryption (referred to as SSE hereinafter)
for improving the efficiency of performing keyword search
while preventing information from being leaked from an
index file. In Non-Patent Document 1, two SSE methods
are depicted. Here, the method (referred to as SSE 1
hereinafter) depicted from page 15 to page 20 of that
document will be described.

(Structure of SSE 1)

[0006] The SSE system (SSE1) depicted in Non-Pat-
ent Document 1 will be described. With this system, used
is the data of a structure acquired by encrypting a linear
list for searching a document with a keyword. For expla-
nations, the preposition regarding the document and the
keyword used therein will be described. A document
group is expressed as D = {D_1, ---, D_n}, and each doc-
ument D_j (j = 1, ---, n) has an identifier that can be used
for discrimination. As the identifier, a file name, sequen-
tial numbers, or the like can be used.
[0007] FIG. 10 is an explanatory chart showing the
structure of a keyword dictionary 810 (index file) Δ of the
SSE system depicted in Non-Patent Document 1. The
keyword dictionary 810 Δ is a set of document identifier
information 810b containing w_i in D provided that the
set of searchable keywords is Δ = {w_1, ---, w_d} and a
search result is D(w_i) for a keyword 810a(w_i). Note
that id(D, w_i,j) shows the identifier of the corresponding
j-th document contained in D(w_i).
[0008] FIG. 10 shows a table of document identifier
information 810b(id(D(w_i))) that is the search result
based on a keyword 810a(w_i) contained in the dictionary
Δ for the document group D. As one of the specific meth-
ods for saving such table as data, there is a method using
a data structure called a linear list. As the linear list, there
are a unidirectional list and a bidirectional list. Here, the
linear list in a case of using the unidirectional list will be
described.
[0009] FIG. 11 is an explanatory chart showing exam-
ples of unidirectional lists 820a to b in which three integer
values are stored, which are used in the example of the
SSE system depicted in Non-Patent Document 1 shown
in FIG. 10. The two squares placed side by side show
one element constituting a list. The one element is a node
used herein. An integer value is written in the square on
the left side. This is the data carried by the node. An
arrow is written in the square on the right side, and the
arrow indicates the next node on the list. This shows the
address on the memory or the position on the storage
device where each node is stored (simply referred to as
address hereinafter).
[0010] Provided that the address and the value of the
i-th node is ad_i and val_i, respectively, the i-th node can
be expressed as (ad_i, val_i, ad_{i+1}) as a set of data
of the address where the node is stored, the stored value,
and the address where the next node is stored. Herein-
after, this expression is used. The end of the list can be
expressed by using "Null" which is a special sign for the
next address or for the value. In the unidirectional list
820a shown in FIG. 11 is an example of the former (the
end of the list is shown by using an empty node), and the
unidirectional list 820b is an example of the latter (the
end of the list is shown by using "Null" value). For expla-
nations, the head node in the linear list is referred to as
the initial point, and the end of the node as the final point.
[0011] For recording the search result by using the lin-
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ear list, used herein is a method which records the search
result by using a search result array and an initial point
array. In the search result array, a linear list of the search
result for each keyword is recorded for each node. The
linear lists for all the keywords are stored in the array.
However, information regarding which address the initial
point of the linear list is at for each keyword is not stored.
The information regarding the initial point is stored in the
initial point array that is the other array.
[0012] FIG. 12 is an explanatory chart showing a
search result array 830 and an initial point array 840 in
which the search result id_{i, 1}, id_{i, 2}, id_{i, 3} as the
search result regarding a keyword w_i is put into a linear
list in the case of the SSE system depicted in Non-Patent
Document 1 shown in FIG. 10. As the initial point of the
search result regarding the keyword w_i, ad_{i, 1} is re-
corded as the i-th element of the initial point array 840.
[0013] The corresponding relation such as "the initial
point regarding w_i is recorded on the i-th" may be de-
fined by using the information such as the order of the
keyword within the dictionary in the alphabetical order.
Any methods can be used as long as the corresponding
relation can be defined uniquely. Here, the case where
the initial point information for w_i is recorded on the i-th
is used as an example for simplifying the explanation.
[0014] The method for acquiring the search result by
using the linear list shown in FIG. 12 will be described.
FIG. 12 shows the example of the case where the search
result regarding the keyword w_1 is id_{i, 1}, id_{i, 2},
id_{i, 3}. Hereinafter, processing for reading out the
search result regarding w_i from the arrays will be de-
scribed.
[0015]

1. First, the i-th address 840b = ad_{i, 1} of the initial
point array 840 is read out.
2. Then, the first search result 830b = id_{i, 1} and
the next address 830c = ad_{i, 2} that is the array
where the next search result is stored are acquired
by referring to the ad_{i, 1}-th element of the address
830a of the search result array 830.
3. Then, the second search result 830b = id_{i, 2}
and the next address 830c = ad_{i, 3} that is the array
where the next search result is stored are acquired
by referring to the ad_{i, 2}-th element of the address
830a of the search result array 830.
4. Then, the third search result 830b = id_{i, 3} and
the next address 830c = "Null value" that is the array
where the next search result is stored are acquired
by referring to the ad_{i, 3}-th element of the address
830a of the search result array 830. Thus, id_{i, 1},
id_{i, 2}, and id_{i, 3} are outputted as the search
result regarding the keyword w_i.

[0016] With such method, when a document is added
anew, information can be added as much as it is desired
as long as there is an empty address in the array. There-
fore, it is effective for the cases of using a database where

documents are added one after another. In the mean-
time, it is evident that those arrays contain information
regarding registered documents.
[0017] Acquired information is the information regard-
ing what keyword a certain document contains and the
similarity between two different documents. Thus, the
use of auxiliary data constituted with the initial point array
and the search result array in an encrypted database
may result in leaking the information regarding the reg-
istered documents.
[0018] In order to make the keyword search efficient
in the encrypted database while preventing information
from being leaked, the SSE system used for supporting
the search in the data in which the linear list is encrypted
is proposed in Non-Patent Document 1 (SSE1).
[0019] In the explanations of this Description, a func-
tion where output is defined by input and key information
(referred to as keyed hereinafter) and replacement where
output is defined by input and key information (referred
to as keyed replacement) are used. In a keyed function
F, the output when the key is k and the input is x is ex-
pressed as F(k ; x). The output when the input is n-pieces
of numerical values such as x_1, ---, x_n is written as
F(k ; x_1, ---, x_n). The keyed replacement is expressed
in the same manner. That is, the first element within a
parenthesis is the key, and the second element on the
right side of a semicolon is the input.
[0020] For encrypting the value, a common-key en-
cryption system with which encryption processing and
decryption processing are executed by using a common
private key is used. An encryption function of the common
key encryption is referred to as Enc(), and a decryption
function is referred to as Dec(). The result acquired by
encrypting data d with the key k is written as Enc(k ; d),
and the result acquired by decrypting a ciphertext c with
the key k is written as Dec(k; c).
[0021] SSE1 is the system which uses the initial point
array and the search result array described above as the
auxiliary data used for searching in combination with the
encryption processing. Hereinafter, the initial point array
840 and the search result array 830 on which encryption
is applied are referred to as an encrypted initial point
array 860 and an encrypted search result array 850, re-
spectively. In the encrypted search result array, a list-
type data structure (referred to as an encrypted linear
list) acquired by modifying the linear list is used. This
encrypted linear list will be described.

(Explanation of Encrypted Linear List)

[0022] The i-th node of the linear list is constituted with
a set of three pieces such as (ad_i, val_i, ad_{i+1}). In
the encrypted linear list, a common encryption key k_i is
prepared for each node of the linear list, and data of four
pieces such as (ad_i, Enc(k_i ; val_i), Enc(k_1 ; k_{i+1}),
Enc(k_i; ad_{i+1})) is defined as one set.
[0023] At the ad_i address, remaining three pieces of
data are stored. By combining the values of the three
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pieces of stored data with k_i, it is possible to acquire
val_i, k_{i+1}, and ad_{i+1} by decryption. This, the nodes
after the i-th node can be acquired. Therefore, with the
use of ad_1 and k_1, all the values stored in the encrypted
linear list can be acquired. Hereinafter, those values are
considered as the initial point information of the encrypt-
ed linear list.
[0024] For the end of the list, the next address may be
set as a special sign "Null" as in the case of the linear list
or a node where nothing is stored (referred to as an empty
node hereinafter) may be set as a next address for ex-
pressing the end of the list. In this Description, hereinaf-
ter, used is a type of encrypted linear list in which an
empty address is used for the next address stored at the
end of the list. Hereinafter, a set of the next address
stored in the last node and the key used for encrypting
the next address is considered as the final point informa-
tion.
[0025] The value, the encryption key of the next ad-
dress, and the next address are all encrypted with a same
key. However, those may be encrypted with different
keys from each other by calculating different keys by us-
ing a keyed function having k_i as the key. In such case,
K(k_i ; 1), K(k_i ; 2), K(k_i ; 3) are calculated by using a
keyed function K to use each of those as the encryption
keys. 1, 2, and 3 merely are examples, and other values
defined in advance may be used as well. Hereinafter, a
case of using a single key will be described for making
it easy to explain the concept.

(Explanation of Encrypted Search Result Array)

[0026] Subsequently, the encrypted search result ar-
ray using the encrypted linear list will be described. FIG.
13 is an explanatory chart showing the encrypted initial
point array 860 and the encrypted search result array
850 using the encrypted linear list in a case of the SSE
system (SSE1) depicted in Non-Patent Document 1
shown in FIG. 10. The encrypted search result array 850
is an array in which the search results regarding a plurality
of keywords are stored by using the encrypted linear lists.
When the address of the initial point information of the
encrypted linear list for each keyword w_i is written as
ad_{w_i} and the key is written as k_{w_i}, the encrypted
search result array 850 is a table which stores the en-
crypted search results, the encryption keys, and the next
addresses 850b corresponding to the addresses 850a.
[0027] The encrypted initial point array is an array in
which the initial point information for each keyword is
encrypted and stored. The corresponding keyword
search result can be extracted from the encrypted search
result array by using it. Nest, the encrypted initial point
array will be described.
[0028] The encrypted initial point array is stored by
processing ad_{w_i} and k_{w_i} which are a set of the
encrypted linear list initial point information regarding
each keyword w_i by using the encryption key k_e and
the replacement key k_p. Provided that P is the keyed

replacement and F is the keyed function, the encrypted
initial point array is a table in which the encrypted address
and the encryption key 860b, i.e., Enc(F(k_e ; w_i);
ad_{w_i}) and Enc(F(k_e ; w_i) ; k_{w_i}), are stored at
the address 860a = P(k_p ; w_i). This processing using
the encryption key k_e and the replacement key k_p is
called the encryption processing of the initial point infor-
mation.
[0029] That is, ad_{w_i} and k_{w_i} can be acquired
by decrypting the ciphertext by using F{k_e ; w_i} through
referring to the P(k_p ; w_i) address by using P(k_p ; w_i)
and F(k_e ; w_i). As described earlier, the search result
regarding w_i can be acquired from the encrypted search
result array by using ad_{w_i} and k_{w_i}.
[0030] In the case where the initial point array and the
search result array are used, the search result can be
acquired without using any special information other than
the keyword. In the meantime, in the case where the en-
crypted initial point array and the encrypted search result
array are used, the encryption key k_e and the replace-
ment key k_p are required for acquiring the initial point
information. Thus, even when the encrypted initial point
array and the encrypted search result array are stored,
the search result regarding the keyword cannot be re-
ferred to without those keys. When P(k_p ; w_i) and
F(k_e ; w_i) regarding a given keyword w_i are known,
it is possible to refer to the corresponding search result.
[0031] Note that k_p and k_e may be generated as
K(k ; 1) = k_p and K(k ; 2) = k_e by using a single key k
and the keyed function K. "1" and "2" within each paren-
thesis merely are examples, and those may be other val-
ues given in advance. Hereinafter, in a case where it is
assumed that k_p and k_e are used as a set, only one
of the values such as the key k is to be written. With such
method, the number of the keys to be stored and the
storage capacity therefore can be reduced.

(Generation of Encrypted Initial Point Array and Encrypt-
ed Search Result Array)

[0032] The processing for generating the encrypted in-
itial point array and the encrypted search result array can
be classified into following four stages of processing.

1. Processing for generating search result.
2. Processing for generating commonly used data.
3. Processing for generating encrypted search result
array.
4. Processing for generating encrypted initial point
array.

[0033]

"1. Processing for generating search result" is the
processing for generating a keyword search result
for an inputted document and the dictionary.
"2. Processing for generating commonly used data"
is the processing for storing the initial point informa-
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tion of the encrypted linear list generated for each
keyword in the encrypted search result array and
storing the encrypted linear list generated for each
keyword in the encrypted initial point array. In such
processing, the initial point information of the en-
crypted linear list is used in common.
"3. Processing for generating encrypted search re-
sult array" is the processing for generating the initial
point information for each of the keywords. With this
processing, an encrypted linear list is generated
based on the search result generated for each key-
word and the initial point information, and stored in
the encrypted search result array. The keys for the
address after the initial point are generated randomly
in such a manner that no duplication occurs for the
addresses. A method of using a counter or a method
of storing empty addresses can be used. The use of
the keyed replacement with the method of using the
counter makes it difficult to know which addresses
are linked as the list in the encrypted search result
array.
"4. Processing for generating encrypted initial point
array" is the processing for encrypting the initial point
information generated for each keyword by using the
encryption key and storing it to the encrypted initial
point array defined by the replacement key and the
keyword.

(Structure of Encrypted Database Device)

[0034] FIG. 14 is an explanatory chart showing the
structure of an encrypted database device 900 which ex-
ecutes the SSE system (SSE1) depicted in Non-Patent
Document 1 shown in FIG. 10. The encrypted database
900 is constituted with: a processor 901 which is the main
body for executing a computer program; a storage mod-
ule 902 which stores data; and an input/output module
903 which inputs/outputs data from the outside.
[0035] The processor 901 operates as an encrypted
search result generating module 910, a trapdoor gener-
ating module 902 to be described later, and an encrypted
database searching module 940 through operating an
encrypted database program. Further, the storage mod-
ule 902 operates as an encrypted search result storage
module 920 which stores the encrypted initial point array
and the encrypted search result array as the data regard-
ing the search of the encrypted database.
[0036] FIG. 15 is an explanatory chart showing the
structure of the encrypted search result generating mod-
ule 910 shown in FIG. 14. The encrypted search result
generating module 910 includes: a generation process-
ing control unit 911; a search result generating unit 912;
an initial point information generating unit 913; an en-
crypted linear list generating unit 914; and an initial point
information encrypting unit 915. Further, the encrypted
search result storage module 920 includes an encrypted
search result array storage unit 921 and an encrypted
initial point array storage unit 922.

[0037] The encrypted search result generating module
910 takes each of the keys, the documents to be regis-
tered, and the dictionary as input information from the
outside via the input/output module 903, and stores the
values to the encrypted search result array storage unit
921 and the encrypted initial point array storage unit 922,
respectively, which are provided to the encrypted search
result storage module 920.
[0038] The generation processing control unit 911 con-
trols each of the functional units provided to the encrypted
search result generating module 910 by taking the keys,
the documents to be registered, and the dictionary as the
input information. The search result generating unit 912
takes the documents and the dictionary as the input in-
formation, and outputs the search results of each of the
keywords. The initial information generating unit 913 out-
puts the initial point information of the encrypted linear
list to the outside via the input/output module 903.
[0039] The encrypted linear list generating unit 914
generates the encrypted linear list by taking the search
result for each keyword and the initial point information
as the input information, and stores it to the encrypted
search result array storage unit 921. The initial point in-
formation encrypting unit 915 encrypts the initial point
information of the encrypted linear list by using the input-
ted key, and updates the value to be stored to the en-
crypted initial information array storage unit 922 by using
the key as the input information.
[0040] The encrypted search result array storage unit
921 stores the encrypted search result. The encrypted
initial point array storage unit 922 stores the encrypted
initial point array.
[0041] FIG. 16 is a flowchart showing an operation of
the encrypted search result generating module 910
shown in FIG. 15. First, a key, a document group D =
{D_1, ---, D_n}, and a dictionary Δ={w_1, ---, w_d} are
inputted to the generating processing control unit 911 via
the input/output module 903 (step S951). The generation
processing control unit 911 inputs the document group
D and the dictionary Δ to the search result generating
unit 912, and acquires the search result as the output
thereof regarding the dictionary Δ of the document group
D (step S952).
[0042] The generation processing control unit 911 ex-
ecutes following processing (step S953 to step S955)
regarding the search result D(w_i) of each keyword w_i.
First, the generation processing control unit 911 operates
the initial point information generating unit 913 and ac-
quires the initial point information X that is the output
thereof (step S953). Subsequently, the generation
processing control unit 911 inputs the initial point infor-
mation X, the key, and w_i to the initial point information
encrypting unit 915, and the initial information encrypting
unit 915 encrypts the initial point information X by using
the key and stores it to the address of the encrypted initial
point array storage unit 922 defined by the key and the
keyword (step S954).
[0043] In parallel to step S954, the generation process-
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ing control unit 911 inputs the initial point information X
and D(w_i) to the encrypted linear list generating unit
914. The encrypted linear list generating unit 914 gener-
ates the encrypted linear list regarding the initial point
information X and D(w_i), and stores it to the encrypted
search result array storage unit 921 (step S955).
[0044] Next, the processing for searching data done
with the encrypted initial point array and the encrypted
search result array will be described. As descried above,
the encrypted search result array is generated by using
k_e and k_p.
[0045] As shown in FIG. 13, in order to extract the initial
point information of the encrypted linear list regarding the
keyword w_i from the encrypted initial array, P(k_p ; w_i)
and F(k_e ; w_i) can be used. The set of P(k_p ; w_i) and
F(k_e ; w_i) is referred to as a trapdoor for the keyword
w_i. By using it, the search result regarding the keyword
w_i can be extracted from the encrypted search result
array.
[0046] FIG. 17 is an explanatory chart showing the
structure of the trapdoor generating module 930 and the
encrypted database searching module 940 shown in FIG.
14. The encrypted database searching module 940 in-
cludes an initial point information extracting unit 941 and
a search result extracting unit 942.
[0047] The trapdoor generating module 930 calculates
the trapdoor for w_i by taking the key k = (k_e, k_p) and
the keyword w_i inputted from the outside via the in-
put/output module 930 as the input. The initial point in-
formation extracting unit 941 decrypts a value η stored
at address γ of the encrypted initial point array storage
unit 922 by taking the trapdoor as the input, and outputs
the initial point information of the encrypted linear list as
the search result.
[0048] The search result extracting unit 942 takes the
initial point information as the input, extracts the search
result from the encrypted search result array storage unit
921 by using the inputted initial point information, and
outputs it to the outside via the input/output module 903.
[0049] FIG. 18 is a flowchart showing an operation of
the trapdoor generating module 930 shown in FIG 14 and
FIG. 17. When the key k = (k_e, k_p) and the keyword
w_i are inputted to the trapdoor generating module 930
from the outside via the input/output module 930 (step
S961), the trapdoor generating module 930 calculates γ
= P(k_p ; w_i) and η = F(k_e ; w_i), and outputs the values
of γ and η to the encrypted database searching module
940 (step S962).
[0050] FIG. 19 is a flowchart showing an operation of
the encrypted database searching module 940 shown in
FIG. 14 and FIG. 17. When γ and η of the trapdoor out-
putted in step S962 of FIG. 18 are inputted to the en-
crypted database searching module 940 (step S971), the
initial point information extracting unit 941 upon receiving
the input of γ and η outputs the initial point information
to the search result extracting unit 942 (step S972). Then,
the search result extracting unit 942 upon receiving the
input outputs the search result to the outside via the in-

put/output module 903 (step S973).
[0051] An example of the processing for registering the
index for the document group D = {D_1, ---, D_n} and the
dictionary Δ carried by the user into the database and an
example of the operation of the search processing by
using the index executed with SSE1 described above are
as follows.

(Processing for Registering Search Data)

[0052]

1. A user generates key k.
2. Then, the user generates an encrypted search
result by taking the key k, the document group D,
and the dictionary Δ as the input.
3. Then, the user generates the key for encryption,
and encrypts D by using the generated key.
4. Then, the encrypted search result and the cipher-
text are transmitted to the encrypted database de-
vice 900 to be stored therein.

(Processing for Searching)

[0053] The followings show the example of the opera-
tion of the search processing regarding the keyword w_i.
The user herein is the user who holds the encryption key
k legitimately and executes the processing for registering
the data.

1. The user generates a trapdoor by taking k and w_i
as the input, and transmits it to the encrypted data-
base device 900.
2. The encrypted database device 900 executes the
search processing by taking the trapdoor and the
encrypted search result as the input to acquire the
search result. The search result is an aggregation of
the document identifiers.
3. The encrypted database device 900 transmits, to
the user, the encrypted documents corresponding
to the aggregation of the identifiers that are the result
of the search processing.
4. The user decrypts the received documents, and
acquires the search result.

[0054] The searching method by SSE1 described
above has following characteristics.

- First, a keyword itself is not used for requesting a
search. Each trapdoor is converted from a keyword
by a key held by the user. The key is selected ran-
domly, and the corresponding relation between the
trapdoor and the keyword is unknown to the encrypt-
ed database device 900 side.

- Further, the search results for each of the keywords
are rearranged and encrypted. Only the encrypted
section regarding the corresponding keyword is de-
crypted by the trapdoor. Thus, those who do not have
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a legitimate key can only know that the entire search
results correspond to some of the keywords w_i but
cannot know which keyword it is.

[0055] The information mentioned above is the infor-
mation the database can acquire in a case of using the
table and the linear list shown in FIG. 10. That is, the use
of SSE1 makes it possible to prevent such information
from being leaked.
[0056] Regarding this, there are following Patent Doc-
uments. Among those, Patent Document 1 describes a
personal database generating method for recording us-
er’s preference and performing automatic recording ac-
curately by using a video recording device. Patent Doc-
ument 2 describes a database for searching a security
policy for each terminal and each user. Patent Document
3 describes a database with which encrypted data can
be searched at a high speed.

Patent Document 1: Japanese Unexamined Patent
Publication 2002-300614
Patent Document 2: Japanese Unexamined Patent
Publication 2008-053818
Patent Document 3: Japanese Unexamined Patent
Publication 2008-517354
Non-Patent Document 1: Reza Curtmola, Juan A.
Garay, Seny Kamara, RafailOstrovsky: Searchable
symmetric encryption: improved definitions and effi-
cientconstructions. ACM Conference on Computer
and Communications Security 2006: 79-88
Non-Patent Document 2: Wakaha Ogata, Akira
Kanaoka, Shin’ichiro Matsuo: What should be hid-
den in searchable symmetric encryption? SCIS2011

[0057] However, SSE1 has a risk of leaking the infor-
mation regarding the registered document when adding,
deleting, and updating a document. Hereinafter, this point
will be described.
[0058] SSE1 does not have the function for adding,
deleting, and updating a document. More specifically, it
does not have the function for adding a specific docu-
ment, the function for deleting a specific document, and
the function for updating a specific document. As the
processing regarding registration of a document, there
is only the processing for generating encrypted search
results anew for a plurality of documents. It is not prac-
tically possible to frequently repeat the processing for
deleting all the encrypted search results and generating
new encrypted search results with respect to a tremen-
dous number and volume of documents.
[0059] New documents are to be added one after an-
other to the database. Further, each of the registered
documents is repeatedly updated and deleted one after
another. Therefore, the functions for adding, deleting,
and updating a document are essential. It is possible to
achieve those functions by utilizing algorithm that con-
stitutes SSE1. However, there is a risk of leaking the
information. Hereinafter, the risks generated in each

processing will be described.

(Risk when Adding Document)

[0060] A case of adding a document containing a key-
word w_i whose document identifier is id_a is considered.
At the end node of the encrypted linear list regarding the
keyword w_i stored in the encrypted search result array,
values acquired by encrypting the last identifier id of the
search result, the key k_next and ad_next for encrypting
the next address are stored.
[0061] Provided that the key for encrypting the address
is k_end, the values Enc(k_end; id), Enc(k_end; k next),
and Enc(k_end; ad_next) are stored, respectively, in that
node. Therefore, when the encrypted linear list having
ad_next and k_next as the initial point information is add-
ed to the encrypted search result, the encrypted linear
list in which the additional search result is stored after
the current search result is stored to the encrypted search
result array.
[0062] That is, an encrypted linear list of the added
search result is generated by taking the final point infor-
mation of the already-registered encrypted linear list as
the initial point information, and the generated encrypted
linear list is added to the encrypted search result array
to execute the document adding processing. For execut-
ing the adding processing, the final point information re-
garding the aggregation W of all the keywords containing
the document group to be added is simply required.
[0063] However, this data can be acquired by execut-
ing the search processing by using the trapdoor for each
W and the encrypted search result array. Thus, when the
trapdoor is transmitted to the user and the database after
the registration processing mentioned above is per-
formed, the database can acquire all the unencrypted
search results regarding the keywords contained in W.
That is, an extremely greater amount of information is to
be leaked to the database compared to the case of re-
questing one operation of search processing to the da-
tabase device.

(Risk when Deleting Document)

[0064] A case of deleting a document D_d whose doc-
ument identifier is id_d is considered. It is to be noted
that id_d is written somewhere on the encrypted linear
lists of each of the keywords contained in the document.
Through deleting those, the information regarding the tar-
get document can be eliminated from the index. Thus, it
is necessary to know where on the encrypted linear list
regarding each of the keywords id_d is written.
[0065] Such information can be acquired by executing
the search processing by using the trapdoor for all the
keywords contained in the document D_d. As in the case
of the adding processing, when the same procedure is
executed for the user and the database after performing
the registration processing mentioned above, the data-
base device acquires the unencrypted search results for
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all the keywords contained in D_d. In the case of deleting
the document in such method, an extremely greater
amount of information is to be leaked to the database
also compared to the case of requesting one operation
of search processing to the database device.

(Risk When Updating Document)

[0066] Update of a document can be executed by de-
leting the document that is before being updated and
adding an updated document. Thus, the both risks de-
scribed as the risks generated at the time of adding the
document and at the time of deleting the document are
to be generated.
[0067] The risks of leaking information generated at
the time of adding, deleting, and updating the document
with SSE1 described above, i.e., generated with the tech-
nique described in Non-Patent Document 1, are also gen-
erated with the other technique described in Non-Patent
Document 1 and the technique described in Non-Patent
Document 2. Further, the risks are not mentioned in Pat-
ent Documents 1 to 3. That is, currently, there is no known
technique which can lighten or overcome those risks.
[0068] It is therefore an object of the present invention
to provide an encrypted search database device, an en-
crypted search data adding/deleting method and an add-
ing/deleting program, with which there is no risk of leaking
information even when adding, deleting, and updating a
document.

DISCLOSURE OF THE INVENTION

[0069] In order to achieve the foregoing object, the en-
crypted search database device according to the present
invention is an encrypted search database device which
performs searching by using a keyword from a plurality
of encrypted and registered document data, and the de-
vice is characterized to include:

an encrypted search result generating module which
generates, for the respective keyword, a search re-
sult array as a list of the document data correspond-
ing to the keywords and an initial point array as a list
of addresses of first data corresponding to the key-
word in the search result array, and generates an
encrypted search result array and an encrypted initial
point array by encrypting each of those with a given
encryption key; an encrypted search result storage
module which stores the generated encrypted
search result array and the encrypted initial point ar-
ray; an encrypted database searching module which
performs searching by the keyword from the encrypt-
ed search result array and the encrypted initial point
array by using the keyword and the encryption key;
and an encrypted search result adding module which
adds contents regarding the document data that is
newly registered to the encrypted search result array
and the encrypted initial point array, wherein:

the encrypted search result adding module in-
cludes
a search result generating unit which generates
a linear list that is a list of the search results
containing a specific keyword for the newly reg-
istered document data,
an initial point information generating unit which
generates initial point information that is the ad-
dress of the first data corresponding to the key-
word in the linear list,
an initial point information encrypting unit which
encrypts the generated initial point information
with the encryption key, and adds/stores it to the
encrypted initial point array,
an encrypted linear list adding unit which gen-
erates an encrypted linear list acquired by en-
crypting the linear list with the encryption key,
and adds/stores it to the encrypted search result
array; and
the encrypted linear list adding unit has a func-
tion which stores the respective keyword and
the final point information that is the address of
the last data in the encrypted linear list for the
keyword to an adding information storage mod-
ule provided in advance as adding information.

[0070] In order to achieve the foregoing object, the en-
crypted search data adding/deleting method is an en-
crypted search data adding/deleting method used with
an encrypted search database device which performs
searching by using a keyword from a plurality of encrypt-
ed and registered document data, and the method is so
characterized that:

an encrypted search result generating module gen-
erates, for the respective keyword, a search result
array as a list of the document data corresponding
to the keyword and an initial point array as a list of
addresses of first data corresponding to the keyword
in the search result arrays;
the encrypted search result generating module en-
crypts the search result array and the initial point
array with a given encryption key, respectively, and
stores those to an encrypted search result storage
module;
a search result generating unit of an encrypt search
result adding module generates a linear list that is a
list of the search results containing a specific key-
word for a newly registered document data;
an initial point information generating unit of the en-
crypted search result adding module generates ini-
tial point information that is the address of first data
corresponding to the keyword in the linear list;
an initial point information encrypting unit of the en-
crypted search result adding module encrypts the
generated initial point information with the encryption
key, and adds/stores it to the encrypted initial point
array;
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an encrypted linear list adding unit of the encrypted
search result adding module generates an encrypted
linear list acquired by encrypting the linear list with
the encryption key, and adds/stores it to the encrypt-
ed search result array; and
the encrypted linear list adding unit of the encrypted
search result adding module stores the respective
keyword and the final point information that is the
address of the last data in the encrypted linear list
for the keyword to an adding information storage
module provided in advance as adding information.

[0071] In order to achieve the foregoing object, the en-
crypted search data adding/deleting program according
to the present invention is an encrypted search data add-
ing/deleting program used with an encrypted search da-
tabase device which performs searching by using a key-
word from a plurality of encrypted and registered docu-
ment data, which is characterized to cause a computer
provided to the encrypted search database device to ex-
ecute:

a procedure for generating, for the respective key-
word, a search result array as a list of the document
data corresponding to the keyword and an initial
point array as a list of addresses of first data corre-
sponding to the keyword in the search result array;
a procedure for encrypting the search result array
and the initial point array with a given encryption key,
respectively, and storing those to an encrypted
search result storage module;
a procedure for generating a linear list that is a list
of the search results containing a specific keyword
for a newly registered document data;
a procedure for generating initial point information
that is the address of first data corresponding to the
keyword in the linear list;
a procedure for encrypting the initial point informa-
tion with the encryption key, and adding/storing it to
the encrypted initial point array;
a procedure for generating an encrypted linear list
acquired by encrypting the linear list with the encryp-
tion key, and adding/storing it to the encrypted
search result array; and
a procedure for storing the respective keyword and
the final point information that is the address of the
last data in the encrypted linear list for the keyword
to an adding information storage module provided in
advance as adding information.

[0072] As described above, the present invention is
structured to generate the linear list and the initial point
information for the document data registered additionally,
to encrypt each of those, to add/store those to the en-
crypted search result storage module, and to store the
address of the last data to the adding information storage
module as the final point information at the same time.
Therefore, it is possible to add the data without using the

trapdoor containing all the keywords.
[0073] This makes it possible to provide the encrypted
search database device, the encrypted search data add-
ing/deleting method and the adding/deleting program,
which exhibit such an excellent characteristic that there
is no risk of leaking information even when adding, de-
leting, and updating a document.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0074]

FIG. 1 is an explanatory chart which describes each
function achieved by a processor and a data accu-
mulation device shown in FIG. 2 in a more detailed
manner;
FIG. 2 is an explanatory chart showing the structure
of an encrypted search database device according
to a first embodiment of the present invention as
hardware;
FIG. 3 is an explanatory chart showing a more de-
tailed structure of an encrypted search result adding
module shown in FIG. 1;
FIG. 4 is a flowchart showing an operation of the
encrypted search result adding module shown in
FIG. 3;
FIG. 5 is an explanatory chart showing a more de-
tailed structure of an encrypted search result deleting
module shown in FIG 1;
FIG. 6 is a flowchart showing an operation of the
encrypted search result deleting module shown in
FIG. 5;
FIG 7 is an explanatory chart showing the structure
of an encrypted search database device according
to a second embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 8 is an explanatory chart showing a more de-
tailed structure of an encrypted search result adding
module shown in FIG. 7;
FIG. 9 is a flowchart showing an operation of the
encrypted search result adding module shown in
FIG. 7;
FIG. 10 is an explanatory chart showing the structure
of a keyword dictionary (index file) Δ of the SSE sys-
tem described in Non-Patent Document 1;
FIG. 11 is an explanatory chart showing an example
of a unidirectional list in which three integer values
are stored, which is used in a case of the SSE system
described in Non-Patent Document 1 shown in FIG.
10;
FIG. 12 is an explanatory chart showing a search
result array in which a search result regarding a key-
word is put into a form of a linear list and showing
an initial point array in a case of the SSE system
described in Non-Patent Document 1 shown in FIG.
10;
FIG. 13 is an explanatory chart showing an encrypt-
ed initial point array and an encrypted search result
array using an encrypted linear list in a case of the
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SSE system (SSE1) described in Non-Patent Doc-
ument 1 shown in FIG. 10;
FIG. 14 is an explanatory chart showing the structure
of an encrypted database device which executes the
SSE system (SSE1) described in Non-Patent Doc-
ument 1 shown in FIG. 10;
FIG. 15 is an explanatory chart showing the structure
of an encrypted search result generating module
shown in FIG. 14;
FIG. 16 is a flowchart showing an operation of the
encrypted search result generating module shown
in FIG. 15;
FIG. 17 is an explanatory chart showing the struc-
tures of a trapdoor generating module and an en-
crypted database search module shown in FIG. 14;
FIG. 18 is a flowchart showing an operation of the
trapdoor generating module shown in FIG. 14 and
FIG. 17; and
FIG. 19 is a flowchart showing an operation of the
encrypted database searching module shown in
FIG. 14 and FIG. 17.

BEST MODES FOR CARRYING OUT THE INVENTION

(FIRST EMBODIMENT)

[0075] Hereinafter, the structure of an embodiment of
the present invention will be described by referring to the
accompanying drawings 1 to 3.
[0076] The basic content of the embodiment will be
described first, and a more specific content thereof will
be described thereafter. An encrypted search database
device 10 according to the embodiment is an encrypted
search database device which performs searching by us-
ing a keyword from a plurality of encrypted and registered
document data. The encrypted search database device
10 includes: an encrypted search result generating mod-
ule 110 which generates, for each of the keywords, a
search result array as a list of the document data corre-
sponding to the keywords and an initial point array as a
list of addresses of first data corresponding to the key-
words in the search result array, and generates an en-
crypted search result array and an encrypted initial point
array by encrypting each of those with a given encryption
key; an encrypted search result storage module 200
which stores the generated encrypted search result array
and the encrypted initial point array; an encrypted data-
base searching module 130 which performs searching
by using the keyword from the encrypted search result
array and the encrypted initial point array by using the
keyword and the encryption key; and an encrypted
search result adding module 140 which adds contents
regarding the document data that is newly registered to
the encrypted search result array and the encrypted initial
point array. Further, the encrypted search result adding
module 140 includes: a search result generating unit 142
which generates a linear list that is a list of the search
results containing a specific keyword for the newly reg-

istered document data; an initial point information gen-
erating unit 144 which generates initial point information
that is the address of the first data corresponding to the
keyword in the linear list; an initial point information en-
crypting unit 146 which encrypts the generated initial
point information with the encryption key, and
adds/stores it to the encrypted initial point array; and an
encrypted linear list adding unit 145 which generates an
encrypted linear list acquired by encrypting the linear list
with the encryption key, and adds/stores it to the encrypt-
ed search result array. At the same time, the encrypted
linear list adding unit 145 has a function which stores
each of the keywords and the final point information that
is the address of the last data in the encrypted linear list
for the keywords to an adding information storage module
210 provided in advance as adding information.
[0077] Note here that the encrypted search result add-
ing module 140 includes an adding information reference
unit 143 which reads out the adding information when
the adding information is stored in the adding information
storage module, and the encrypted linear list adding unit
145 has a function which generates the encrypted linear
list by taking the adding information read out by the add-
ing information reference unit as the initial point informa-
tion. Further, the encrypted linear list adding unit 145 has
a function which stores, to the encrypted linear list, the
data in which the initial point information and the search
result containing a specific keyword are associated with
each other.
[0078] Further, the encrypted linear list adding unit 145
of the encrypted search result adding module 140 has a
function which stores the addresses on the encrypted
search result storage module 200 where the document
identifiers of each of the search results are stored to a
deleting information storage module 220 provided in ad-
vance. At the same time, provided is an encrypted search
result deleting module 150 which, when there is a com-
mand for deleting the document corresponding to a spe-
cific document identifier from the user, initializes the ad-
dress on the encrypted search result storage module cor-
responding to the document identifier stored in the de-
leting information storage module.
[0079] With the structures described above, the en-
crypted search database device 10 according to the em-
bodiment can become the device with which there is no
risk of leaking the information even when adding, delet-
ing, and updating the document.
Hereinafter, this will be described in more details.
[0080] FIG. 2 is an explanatory chart showing the struc-
ture of the encrypted search database device 10 accord-
ing to the first embodiment of the present invention as
hardware. The encrypted search database device 10 in-
cludes basic structures as a computer, which initially in-
cludes: a processor 11 that is the main body for executing
a computer program; a main storage device 12 that is a
volatile memory for storing a data and a program being
operated; a storage medium drive 13 which reads/writes
data to/from portable storage media such as an optical
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disk, a magnetic disk, and a flash memory; and a data
accumulation device 14 that is a nonvolatile storage de-
vice such as a hard disk.
[0081] Further, the encrypted search database device
10 also includes: an input device 15 (e.g., a keyboard, a
mouse) for accepting data input from the user; and an
output device 16 (e.g., a display, a printer) for presenting
the processing result to the user. Each of the main stor-
age device 12, the storage medium drive 13, and the
data accumulation device 14 is provided with respective
memory control interfaces 12a, 13a, and 14a for medi-
ating the data exchange with the processor 11. Each of
the input device 15 and the output device 16 also is pro-
vided with respective I/O interfaces 15a and 16a for me-
diating the data exchange with the processor 11. Each
of those devices exchanges the data within the device
via a bus 17.
[0082] Needless to mention that the encrypted search
database device 10 may not be constituted with a single
computer alone but may be constituted with a plurality of
computers connected mutually via a network. Especially,
generally considered is the server-client structure in
which the input device 15 and the output device 16 are
client devices operated by the user and the processing
regarding the actual search is executed by a server de-
vice. Further, the server device may also be constituted
with a plurality of computers to distribute the load.
[0083] FIG. 1 is an explanatory chart for describing
each of the functions achieved by the processor 11 and
the data accumulation device 14 shown in FIG. 2 in a
more detailed manner. The processor 11 operates as
each of the encrypted search result generating module
110, the trapdoor generating module 120, the encrypted
database searching module 130, the encrypted search
result adding module 140, and the encrypted search re-
sult deleting module 150 by operations of an encrypted
search database managing program.
[0084] Further, the data accumulation device 14 oper-
ates as each of the encrypted search result storage mod-
ule 200, the adding information storage module 210, and
the deleting information storage module 220. The en-
crypted search result storage module 200 further in-
cludes an encrypted search result array storage unit 201
and an encrypted initial point array storage unit 202.
[0085] Among those, the encrypted search result gen-
erating module 110, the trapdoor generating module 120,
the encrypted database searching module 130, the en-
crypted search result array storage unit 201, and the en-
crypted initial point array storage unit 202 are equivalent
with the SSE1 described as the related technique, i.e.,
the encrypted search result generating module 910, the
trapdoor generating module 930, the encrypted database
searching module 940, the encrypted search result array
storage unit 921, and the encrypted initial point array stor-
age unit 922.
[0086] As the embodiment, detailed contents of each
of the encrypted search result adding module 140, the
encrypted search result deleting module 150, the adding

information storage module 210, and the deleting infor-
mation storage module 220 will be described.

(Encrypted Search Result Adding Module)

[0087] FIG. 3 is an explanatory chart showing a more
detailed structure of the encrypted search result adding
module 140 shown in FIG. 1. The encrypted search result
adding module 140 includes each of functional units such
as the adding processing control unit 141, the search
result generating unit 142, the adding information refer-
ence unit 143, the initial point information generating unit
144, the encrypted linear list adding unit 145, and the
initial point information encrypting unit 146.
[0088] By each of those functional units, the encrypted
search result adding module 140 updates each of the
stored data in the encrypted search result storage mod-
ule 200, the adding information storage module 210, and
the deleting information storage module 220 by taking
the key and the document as the target of adding/regis-
tration as the input. Note here that the search result as
the adding target is referred to as an adding search result.
[0089] The search result generating unit 142, the initial
point information generating unit 144, and the initial point
information encrypting unit 146 are equivalent to the
search result generating unit 912, the initial point infor-
mation generating unit 913, and the initial point informa-
tion encrypting unit 915 of the encrypted search result
generating module 910 (110) described as the related
technique, respectively. Therefore, the same modules
can be used in a program.
[0090] The adding processing control unit 141 controls
each of the functional units provided to the encrypted
search result adding module 140 by taking the document,
the dictionary, and the key as the input. The adding in-
formation reference unit 143 refers to the adding infor-
mation storage module 210 by taking a keyword as the
input. When corresponding adding information is stored,
the adding information reference unit 143 reads out and
outputs the adding information. In other cases, the adding
information reference unit 143 outputs that there is no
corresponding adding information being stored.
[0091] The encrypted linear list adding unit 145 takes
a set of initial point information and a search result as
the input, generates an encrypted linear list in which
those are encrypted, and stores it to the encrypted search
result storage module 200. Further, the encrypted linear
list adding unit 145 associates the final point information
of the encrypted linear list with the keyword, and stores
those to the adding information storage module 210. Fur-
thermore, the encrypted linear list adding unit 145 asso-
ciates the addresses where the ciphertexts of each of
the document identifiers are stored with the document
identifiers, and stores those to the deleting information
storage module 220.
[0092] The values stored at the end address ad_end
of the encrypted linear list regarding a specific keyword
stored in the encrypted search result storage module 200
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are expressed as Enc(k_end; id), Enc(k_end; k_next),
and Enc(k_end; ad_next).
[0093] The encrypted linear text adding unit 145 gen-
erates the encrypted linear list of the adding search result
by taking ad_next and k_next as the initial point informa-
tion, and adds it to the encrypted search result array that
is stored in the encrypted search result storage module
200. At the same time, ad_next and k_next are associ-
ated with the keyword and stored to the adding informa-
tion storage module 210.
[0094] FIG. 4 is a flowchart showing an operation of
the encrypted search result adding module 140 shown
in FIG. 3. First, the key K, the document group D, and
the dictionary Δ are inputted to the adding processing
control unit 141 of the encrypted search result adding
module 140 via the input device 15 (step S301). The add-
ing processing control unit 141 upon receiving it inputs
the document group D and the dictionary Δ to the search
result generating unit 142, and acquires the search result
as the output thereof regarding the dictionary Δ of the
document group D (step S302).
[0095] Hereinafter, the processing of steps S303 to
306 is repeated regarding each keyword w_i contained
in the document group D. When the adding processing
control unit 141 inputs the keyword w_i to the adding
information reference unit 143 (step S303) and adding
information is outputted (YES in step S303), it is taken
as the initial point information X (step S304). Then the
processing is advanced to step S306.
[0096] When the adding information is not outputted
from the adding information reference unit 143 (NO in
step S303), the adding processing control unit 141 starts
the initial point information generating unit 144 to give
the output thereof to the initial point information encrypt-
ing unit 146 as the initial point information X. The initial
point information encrypting unit 146 encrypts X by using
the key K, and stores the encrypted initial point informa-
tion X at the address of the encrypted initial point array
storage unit 202 defined by the key K and the keyword
w_i (step S305).
[0097] Then, the adding processing control unit 141
inputs the initial point information X and D(w_i) to the
encrypted linear list adding unit 145. The encrypted linear
list adding unit 145 generates the encrypted linear list
regarding the initial point information X and D(w_i), and
stores it to the encrypted search result array storage unit
921. At the same time, the final point information of the
encrypted linear list is associated with the keyword w_i
and stored to the adding information storage module 210.
Further, the addresses where the ciphertexts of each of
the document identifiers are stored are associated with
the document identifiers and stored to the deleting infor-
mation storage module 220 (processing heretofore is
step S306). The above-described processing of steps
S303 to 306 is repeated for all the keywords w_i con-
tained in the document group D.

(Encrypted Search Result Deleting Module)

[0098] FIG. 5 is an explanatory chart showing a more
detailed structure of the encrypted search result deleting
module 150 shown in FIG. 1. The encrypted search result
deleting module 150 includes a deleting information ref-
erence unit 151 and a document identifier initializing unit
152. The encrypted search result deleting module 150
uses those functional units to update the data stored in
the encrypted search result storage module 200 and the
deleting information storage module 220 by taking a doc-
ument identifier as the input.
[0099] The deleting information reference unit 151
reads out the deleting information constituted with a plu-
rality of addresses of the encrypted search result array
storage unit 201 corresponding to the inputted document
identifier stored in the deleting information storage mod-
ule 220 by taking the document identifier as the input,
deletes it, and inputs it to the document identifier initial-
izing unit 152.
[0100] The document identifier initializing unit 152
takes a plurality of addresses of the encrypted search
result array storage unit 201 as the input, and initializes
the ciphertexts of the document identifiers of the inputted
addresses of the encrypted search result array storage
unit 201.
[0101] FIG. 6 is a flowchart showing an operation of
the encrypted search result deleting module 150 shown
in FIG. 5. When the document identifier id_d is inputted
to the deleting information reference unit 151 (step
S311), the deleting information reference unit 151 reads
out and deletes the deleting information corresponding
to id_d from the deleting information storage module 220,
and inputs it to the document identifier initializing unit 152
(step S312). The deleting information herein is constitut-
ed with a plurality of addresses within the encrypted
search result array storage unit 201.
[0102] The document identifier initializing unit 152 ini-
tializes the ciphertext of the identifier stored at the ad-
dress contained in the inputted deleting information of
the encrypted search result array storage unit 201 (step
S313). When updating the document, the old data may
be deleted by the encrypted search result deleting mod-
ule 150, and the new data may be added by the encrypted
search result adding module 140.

(Overall Operations of First Embodiment)

[0103] Next, overall operations of the embodiment will
be described.
[0104] An encrypted search data adding/deleting
method according to the embodiment is used with the
encrypted search database device which performs
searching by using a keyword from a plurality of encrypt-
ed and recorded document data, in which: the encrypted
search result generating module generates, for each key-
word, a search result array as a list of document data
corresponding to the keyword, and an initial point array
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as a list of addresses of the first data corresponding to
the keywords in the search result arrays; the encrypted
search result generating module encrypts the search re-
sult array and the initial point array with a given encryption
key, respectively, and stores those to the encrypted
search result storage module; the search result generat-
ing unit of the encrypted search result adding module
generates a linear list that is a list of the search results
containing a specific keyword for the newly registered
document data; the initial point information generating
unit of the encrypted search result adding module gen-
erates the initial point information as the address of the
first data corresponding to the keyword in the linear list;
the initial point information encrypting unit of the encrypt-
ed search result adding module encrypts the initial point
information with an encryption key and adds/stores it to
the encrypted initial point array; the encrypted linear list
adding unit of the encrypted search result adding module
generates the encrypted linear list acquired by encrypting
the linear list with the encryption key and adds/stores it
to the encrypted result array; and the encrypted linear
list adding unit of the encrypted search result adding mod-
ule stores each keyword and the final point information
as the address of the last data of the encrypted linear list
regarding the keyword to the adding information storage
module provided in advance as the adding information.
[0105] Further, in parallel to the processing for storing
the final point information to the adding information stor-
age module, the encrypted linear list adding unit of the
encrypted search result adding module stores the ad-
dresses on the encrypted search result storage module
where the document identifiers of each search result are
stored to the deleting information storage module provid-
ed in advance. When there is a command for deleting a
document regarding a specific document identifier from
the user, the encrypted search result deleting module
initializes the address on the encrypted search result
storage module corresponding to the document identifier
stored in the deleting information storage module.
[0106] Note here that each of the above-described op-
eration steps may be put into programs that can be ex-
ecuted by a computer so as to be executed by the proc-
essor 11 of the information spread scale prediction de-
vice 10 which directly executes each of the steps. The
program may be recorded in a non-transitory recording
medium such as a DVD, a CD, a flash memory, or the
like. In that case, the program is read out from the re-
cording medium and executed by a computer.
Through this operation, the embodiment can provide fol-
lowing effects.
[0107] With the structures described above, the em-
bodiment makes it possible to store the information re-
garding the end of the encrypted linear list as the adding
information when adding the encrypted search data, and
to update the encrypted search result by using it. That
is, it is unnecessary to perform the processing using the
trapdoor for each keyword, which is described as the
related technique. Therefore, it is possible to suppress

the risk of leaking the information that may occur in the
process of the search processing.
[0108] Further, which address the information regard-
ing a given document is stored in is stored as the deleting
information. Thus, when deleting the encrypted search
data, the address may simply be initialized. That is, it is
unnecessary to find which address of the encrypted
search result array the corresponding identifier exists by
using the search processing. Therefore, it is possible to
suppress the risk of leaking the information that may oc-
cur in the process of the search processing.

(SECOND EMBODIMENT)

[0109] A second embodiment of the present invention
is structured in such a manner that the encrypted linear
list adding unit 145 of the structures of the first embodi-
ment is provided with a function which stores the data in
which the initial point information, the final point informa-
tion, and the search result containing a specific keyword
are associated with each other to the encrypted linear
list instead of storing the data in which the initial point
information and the search result containing a specific
keyword are associated with each other to the encrypted
linear list.
[0110] With this structure, it is possible to acquire the
same effects as those described in the first embodiment.
[0111] Hereinafter, this will be described in more de-
tails.
[0112] FIG. 7 is an explanatory chart showing the struc-
ture of an encrypted search database device 410 accord-
ing to the second embodiment of the present invention.
The structure of the encrypted search database device
410 as hardware is completely the same as the encrypted
search database device 10 according to the first embod-
iment shown in FIGS. 1 and 2, so that the same names
and same reference numerals are used for the same el-
ements.
[0113] The processor 11 of the encrypted search da-
tabase device 410 operates as each of the encrypted
search result generating module 110, the trapdoor gen-
erating module 120, the encrypted database searching
module 130, the encrypted search result adding module
440, and the encrypted search result deleting module
150 through operations of an encrypted search database
management program. Further, the data accumulation
device 14 operates as each of the encrypted search result
storage module 200, the adding information storage
module 210, and the deleting information storage module
220.
[0114] That is, the difference between the first and the
second embodiments is that only the encrypted search
result adding module 140 is replaced with another en-
crypted search result adding module 440. Other struc-
tures of the hardware and the data structure are com-
pletely the same, so that the same names and same ref-
erence numerals are also used for the same elements.
The encrypted search result storage module 440 updates
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the stored data in the encrypted search result storage
module 200, the adding information storage module 210,
and the deleting information storage module 220, respec-
tively, by using a method different from that of the en-
crypted search result adding module 140.

(Encrypted Search Result Adding Module)

[0115] FIG. 8 is an explanatory chart showing a more
detailed structure of the encrypted search result adding
module 440 shown in FIG. 7. The encrypted search result
adding module 440 includes each of the functional units
such as an adding processing control unit 441, the search
result generating unit 142, an adding information refer-
ence unit 443, the initial point information generating unit
144, an encrypted linear list adding unit 445, and the
initial point information encrypting unit 146.
[0116] Among those, the search result generating unit
142, the initial point information generating unit 144, and
the initial point information encrypting unit 146 are all in
common to those of the first embodiment, and also same
as the search result generating unit 912, the initial point
information generating unit 913, and the initial point in-
formation encrypting unit 915 of the encrypted search
result generating module 910 described as the related
technique, respectively.
[0117] The adding processing control unit 441 controls
each of the functional units provided to the encrypted
search result adding module 140 by taking the document,
the dictionary, and the key as the input. The adding in-
formation reference unit 443 refers to the adding infor-
mation storage module 210 by taking the keyword as the
input. When corresponding adding information is stored,
the adding information reference unit 443 reads out and
outputs the adding information. In other cases, the adding
information reference unit 443 outputs that there is no
corresponding adding information being stored.
[0118] The encrypted linear list adding unit 445 takes
a set of initial point information and a search result as
the input, generates an encrypted linear list in which
those are encrypted, and stores it to the encrypted search
result storage module 200. Further, the encrypted linear
list adding unit 445 associates the final point information
of the encrypted linear list with the keyword, and stores
those to the adding information storage module 210. Fur-
thermore, the encrypted linear list adding unit 445 asso-
ciates the addresses where the ciphertexts of each of
the document identifiers are stored with the document
identifiers, and stores those to the deleting information
storage module 220.
[0119] The explanations regarding the functions of the
adding processing control unit 441, the adding informa-
tion reference unit 443, and the encrypted linear list add-
ing unit 445 are the same as those of the first embodi-
ment. However, specific methods of each of those are
different from those of the first embodiment. Hereinafter,
those points will be described.
[0120] A case of adding each document containing

keywords w_i, and document identifiers are id_1, ---, id_x
will be shown as an example. In this case, the addresses
ad_{w_i} and the keys k_{w_i} of the initial point informa-
tion of the encrypted linear list regarding the keywords
w_i stored in the encrypted search result array storage
unit 201 are encrypted and stored in the encrypted initial
point array storage unit 202.
[0121] At this time, the addresses ad_{w_i}’ and the
keys k_{w_i}’ are generated as the initial point information
anew, and stores the values acquired by encrypting those
to the encrypted initial point array storage unit 202 as the
encrypted initial point information corresponding to w_i.
Then, the encrypted linear list of id_1, ---, id_x having
ad_{w_i}’ and k_{w_i}’ as the initial point information. In
the node at the end of the encrypted linear list, ad_{w_i}
is used as the next address and k_{w_i} is used as the
next address encryption key.
[0122] With this processing, the encrypted linear list
regarding w_i is stored anew to the encrypted search
result array storage unit 201, and the corresponding initial
point information is stored to the encrypted initial point
array storage unit 202. Required for executing the
processing described above are the key used for gener-
ating the encrypted search result and the initial point in-
formation for each keyword. The initial point information
is stored by being associated with each keyword, and
the initial point information for each keyword can be ac-
quired from the encrypted initial point information array.
Therefore, the encrypted initial point information array in
that state can be used as the adding information.
[0123] FIG. 9 is a flowchart showing an operation of
the encrypted search result adding module 440 shown
in FIG. 7. First, the key K, the document group D, and
the dictionary Δ are inputted to the adding processing
control unit 441 of the encrypted search result adding
module 440 via the input device 15 (step S501). The add-
ing processing control unit 441 upon receiving it inputs
the document group D and the dictionary Δ to the search
result generating unit 142, and acquires the search result
as the output thereof regarding the dictionary Δ of the
document group D (step S502).
[0124] Hereinafter, the processing of steps S503 to
506 is repeated regarding all the keywords w_i contained
in the document group D. The adding processing control
unit 441 starts the initial point information generating unit
144, takes the output as the initial point information X,
and X is encrypted with K by using the initial point infor-
mation encrypting unit 146 to be stored to the initial point
array storage unit 202 (step S503).
[0125] Subsequently, the adding processing control
unit 441 inputs the keywords w_i to the adding informa-
tion reference unit 143. When the adding information is
outputted, the adding processing control unit 441 takes
it as Y (step S504), and inputs X, Y, and D(w_i) to the
encrypted linear list adding unit 145. The encrypted linear
list adding unit 145 generates the encrypted linear list
regarding the initial point information X, the final point
information Y, and the search result D(w_i), and stores
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it to the encrypted search result array storage unit 201
(step S505). When the final point information is not in-
putted in steps S504 to 505, the value other than the
values of the addresses already stored is used as the
address of the final point information and a random value
is used as the key for the final point information.
[0126] At the same time, the final point information of
the encrypted linear list is associated with the keyword
and stored to the adding information storage module 210.
Further, the addresses where the ciphertexts of each of
the document identifiers are stored are associated with
the document identifiers and stored to the deleting infor-
mation storage device (step S505). The above-described
processing of steps S503 to 505 is repeated for all the
keywords w_i contained in the document group D.

(Expansion of Embodiments)

[0127] Various expansions can be done on the first and
second embodiments described above without departing
from the spirit and the scope of the present invention.
Hereinafter, examples of the expansions will be de-
scribed.
[0128] As described above, the encrypted search da-
tabase device may not be constituted with a single com-
puter alone but may be constituted with a plurality of com-
puters connected mutually via a network. Especially,
generally considered is the server-client structure in
which the input device and the output device are client
devices operated by the user and the processing regard-
ing the actual search is executed by a server device.
Further, the server device may also be constituted with
a plurality of computers to distribute the load.
[0129] In that case, each of the computers constituting
the server and the client is connected within a same local
network within the organization, and it is desirable to let
only those who are authenticated within the organization
can use the encrypted search database. Further, it is
desirable for the network to be equipped with hardware
and software regarding the security such as firewall or
antivirus and to be operated according to a certain secu-
rity policy. Those are not within the scope of the present
invention, so that the details thereof are not described
herein.
[0130] While the present invention has been described
above by referring to the specific embodiments shown in
the drawings, the present invention is not limited only to
the embodiments described above. Any other known
structures can be employed, as long as the effects of the
present invention can be achieved therewith.
[0131] Regarding each of the embodiments described
above, the new technical contents of the above-de-
scribed embodiments can be summarized as follows.
While a part of or a whole part of the embodiments can
be summarized as follows as the new techniques, the
present invention is not necessarily limited only to the
followings.

(Supplementary Note 1)

[0132] An encrypted search database device which
performs searching by using a keyword from a plurality
of encrypted and registered document data, which in-
cludes:

an encrypted search result generating module which
generates, for the respective keyword, a search re-
sult array as a list of the document data correspond-
ing to the keywords and an initial point array as a list
of addresses of first data corresponding to the key-
word in the search result array, and generates an
encrypted search result array and an encrypted initial
point array by encrypting each of those with a given
encryption key; an encrypted search result storage
module which stores the generated encrypted
search result array and the encrypted initial point ar-
ray; an encrypted database searching module which
performs searching by the keyword from the encrypt-
ed search result array and the encrypted initial point
array by using the keyword and the encryption key;
and an encrypted search result adding module which
adds contents regarding the document data that is
newly registered to the encrypted search result array
and the encrypted initial point array, wherein:

the encrypted search result adding module in-
cludes
a search result generating unit which generates
a linear list that is a list of the search results
containing a specific keyword for the newly reg-
istered document data,
an initial point information generating unit which
generates initial point information that is the ad-
dress of the first data corresponding to the key-
word in the linear list,
an initial point information encrypting unit which
encrypts the generated initial point information
with the encryption key, and adds/stores it to the
encrypted initial point array,
an encrypted linear list adding unit which gen-
erates an encrypted linear list acquired by en-
crypting the linear list with the encryption key,
and adds/stores it to the encrypted search result
array; and
the encrypted linear list adding unit has a func-
tion which stores the respective keyword and
the final point information that is the address of
the last data in the encrypted linear list for the
keyword to an adding information storage mod-
ule provided in advance as adding information.

(Supplementary Note 2)

[0133] The encrypted search database device as de-
picted in Supplementary Note 1, wherein:
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the encrypted search result adding module includes
an adding information reference unit which reads out
the adding information when the adding information
is stored in the adding information storage module;
and
the encrypted linear list adding unit includes a func-
tion which generates the encrypted linear list by tak-
ing the adding information read out by the adding
information reference unit as the initial point infor-
mation.

(Supplementary Note 3)

[0134] The encrypted search database device as de-
picted in Supplementary Note 1, wherein
the encrypted linear list adding unit includes a function
which stores, to the encryption linear list, data in which
the initial point information and a search result containing
the specific keyword are associated with each other.

(Supplementary Note 4)

[0135] The encrypted search database device as de-
picted in Supplementary Note 1, wherein
the encrypted linear list adding unit includes a function
which stores, to the encryption linear list, data in which
the initial point information, the final point information,
and a search result containing the specific keyword are
associated with each other.

(Supplementary Note 5)

[0136] The encrypted search database device as de-
picted in Supplementary Note 1, wherein
the encrypted linear list adding unit of the encrypted
search result adding module includes a function which
stores, to a deleting information storage module provided
in advance, addresses on the encrypted search result
storage module where document identifiers of each of
the search results are stored, and
the database device includes an encrypted search result
deleting module which, when there is a command for
deleting a document regarding a specific document iden-
tifier from a user, initializes the address on the encrypted
search result storage module corresponding to the doc-
ument identifier stored in the deleting information storage
module.

(Supplementary Note 6)

[0137] An encrypted search data adding/deleting
method used with an encrypted search database device
which performs searching by using a keyword from a
plurality of encrypted and registered document data,
wherein:

an encrypted search result generating module gen-
erates, for the respective keyword, a search result

array as a list of the document data corresponding
to the keyword and an initial point array as a list of
addresses of first data corresponding to the keyword
in the search result arrays;
the encrypted search result generating module en-
crypts the search result array and the initial point
array with a given encryption key, respectively, and
stores those to an encrypted search result storage
module;
a search result generating unit of an encrypt search
result adding module generates a linear list that is a
list of the search results containing a specific key-
word for a newly registered document data;
an initial point information generating unit of the en-
crypted search result adding module generates ini-
tial point information that is the address of first data
corresponding to the keyword in the linear list;
an initial point information encrypting unit of the en-
crypted search result adding module encrypts the
generated initial point information with the encryption
key, and adds/stores it to the encrypted initial point
array;
an encrypted linear list adding unit of the encrypted
search result adding module generates an encrypted
linear list acquired by encrypting the linear list with
the encryption key, and adds/stores it to the encrypt-
ed search result array; and
the encrypted linear list adding unit of the encrypted
search result adding module stores the respective
keyword and the final point information that is the
address of the last data in the encrypted linear list
for the keyword to an adding information storage
module provided in advance as adding information.

(Supplementary Note 7)

[0138] The encrypted search data adding/deleting
method as depicted in Supplementary Note 6, wherein:

in parallel to processing for storing the final point
information to the adding information storage mod-
ule, the encrypted linear list adding unit of the en-
crypted search result adding module stores, to a de-
leting information storage module provided in ad-
vance, addresses on the encrypted search result
storage module where document identifiers of each
of the search results are stored; and
when there is a command for deleting a document
regarding a specific document identifier from a user,
an encrypted search result deleting module initializ-
es the address on the encrypted search result stor-
age module corresponding to the document identifier
stored in the deleting information storage module.

(Supplementary Note 8)

[0139] An encrypted search data adding/deleting pro-
gram used with an encrypted search database device
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which performs searching by using a keyword from a
plurality of encrypted and registered document data,
which causes a computer provided to the encrypted
search database device to execute:

a procedure for generating, for the respective key-
word, a search result array as a list of the document
data corresponding to the keyword and an initial
point array as a list of addresses of first data corre-
sponding to the keyword in the search result array;
a procedure for encrypting the search result array
and the initial point array with a given encryption key,
respectively, and storing those to an encrypted
search result storage module;
a procedure for generating a linear list that is a list
of the search results containing a specific keyword
for a newly registered document data;
a procedure for generating initial point information
that is the address of first data corresponding to the
keyword in the linear list;
a procedure for encrypting the initial point informa-
tion with the encryption key, and adding/storing it to
the encrypted initial point array;
a procedure for generating an encrypted linear list
acquired by encrypting the linear list with the encryp-
tion key, and adding/storing it to the encrypted
search result array; and
a procedure for storing the respective keyword and
the final point information that is the address of the
last data in the encrypted linear list for the keyword
to an adding information storage module provided in
advance as adding information.

(Supplementary Note 9)

[0140] The encrypted search data adding/deleting pro-
gram as depicted in Supplementary Note 8, which causes
the computer provided to the encrypted search database
device to execute:

in parallel to processing for storing the final point
information to the adding information storage mod-
ule, a procedure for storing, to a deleting information
storage module provided in advance, addresses on
the encrypted search result storage module where
document identifiers of each of the search results
are stored; and
when there is a command for deleting a document
regarding a specific document identifier from a user,
a procedure for initializing the address on the en-
crypted search result storage module corresponding
to the document identifier stored in the deleting in-
formation storage module.

[0141] This Application claims the Priority right based
on Japanese Patent Application No. 2011-269740 filed
on December 9, 2011 and the disclosure thereof is here-
by incorporated by reference in its entirety.

INDUSTRIAL APPLICABILITY

[0142] The present invention can be used in an infor-
mation system including a database. More specifically,
the present invention is preferably used in a database
that carries a vast amount of confidential information in
an information system within an organization such as a
business enterprise.

REFERENCE NUMERALS

[0143]

10, 410 Encrypted search database device
11 Processor
12 Main storage device
12a, 13a, 14a Memory control interface
13 Storage medium drive
14 Data accumulation device
15 Input device
15a, 16a I/O interface
16 Output device
17 Bus
110 Encrypted search result generating

module
120 Trapdoor generating module
130 Encrypted database searching module
140, 440 Encrypted search result adding mod-

ule
141, 441 Adding processing control unit
142 Search result generating unit
143, 443 Adding information reference unit
144 Initial point information generating unit
145, 445 Encrypted linear list adding unit
146 Initial point information encrypting unit
150 Encrypted search result deleting mod-

ule
151 Deleting information reference unit
152 Document identifier initializing unit
200 Encrypted search result array storage

module
201 Encrypted search result array storage

unit
202 Encrypted initial point array storage

unit
210 Adding information storage module
220 Deleting information storage module

Claims

1. An encrypted search database device which per-
forms searching by using a keyword from a plurality
of encrypted and registered document data, com-
prising:

encrypted search result generating means for
generating, for the respective keyword, a search
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result array as a list of the document data cor-
responding to the keywords and an initial point
array as a list of addresses of first data corre-
sponding to the keyword in the search result ar-
ray, and generating an encrypted search result
array and an encrypted initial point array by en-
crypting each of those with a given encryption
key; encrypted search result storage means for
storing the generated encrypted search result
array and the encrypted initial point array; en-
crypted database searching means for perform-
ing searching by the keyword from the encrypted
search result array and the encrypted initial point
array by using the keyword and the encryption
key; and encrypted search result adding means
for adding contents regarding the document da-
ta that is newly registered to the encrypted
search result array and the encrypted initial point
array, wherein:
the encrypted search result adding means in-
cludes
search result generating means for generating
a linear list that is a list of the search results
containing a specific keyword for the newly reg-
istered document data,
initial point information generating means for
generating initial point information that is the ad-
dress of the first data corresponding to the key-
word in the linear list,
initial point information encrypting means for en-
crypting the generated initial point information
with the encryption key, and adding/storing it to
the encrypted initial point array,
encrypted linear list adding means for generat-
ing an encrypted linear list acquired by encrypt-
ing the linear list with the encryption key, and
adding/storing it to the encrypted search result
array; and
the encrypted linear list adding means has a
function which stores the respective keyword
and the final point information that is the address
of the last data in the encrypted linear list for the
keyword to an adding information storage mod-
ule provided in advance as adding information.

2. The encrypted search database device as claimed
in claim 1, wherein:

the encrypted search result adding means com-
prises adding information reference means for
reading out the adding information when the
adding information is stored in the adding infor-
mation storage module; and
the encrypted linear list adding means includes
a function which generates the encrypted linear
list by taking the adding information read out by
the adding information reference unit as the in-
itial point information.

3. The encrypted search database device as claimed
in claim 1, wherein
the encrypted linear list adding means includes a
function which stores, to the encryption linear list,
data in which the initial point information and a search
result containing the specific keyword are associated
with each other.

4. The encrypted search database device as claimed
in claim 1, wherein
the encrypted linear list adding means includes a
function which stores, to the encryption linear list,
data in which the initial point information, the final
point information, and a search result containing the
specific keyword are associated with each other.

5. The encrypted search database device as claimed
in claim 1, wherein
the encrypted linear list adding means of the encrypt-
ed search result adding means includes a function
which stores, to a deleting information storage mod-
ule provided in advance, addresses on the encrypted
search result storage means where document iden-
tifiers of each of the search results are stored, and
the database device comprises encrypted search re-
sult deleting means for, when there is a command
for deleting a document regarding a specific docu-
ment identifier from a user, initializing the address
on the encrypted search result storage means cor-
responding to the document identifier stored in the
deleting information storage module.

6. An encrypted search data adding/deleting method
used with an encrypted search database device
which performs searching by using a keyword from
a plurality of encrypted and registered document da-
ta, wherein:

an encrypted search result generating module
generates, for the respective keyword, a search
result array as a list of the document data cor-
responding to the keyword and an initial point
array as a list of addresses of first data corre-
sponding to the keyword in the search result ar-
rays;
the encrypted search result generating module
encrypts the search result array and the initial
point array with a given encryption key, respec-
tively, and stores those to an encrypted search
result storage module;
a search result generating unit of an encrypt
search result adding module generates a linear
list that is a list of the search results containing
a specific keyword for a newly registered docu-
ment data;
an initial point information generating unit of the
encrypted search result adding module gener-
ates initial point information that is the address
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of first data corresponding to the keyword in the
linear list;
an initial point information encrypting unit of the
encrypted search result adding module encrypts
the generated initial point information with the
encryption key, and adds/stores it to the encrypt-
ed initial point array;
an encrypted linear list adding unit of the en-
crypted search result adding module generates
an encrypted linear list acquired by encrypting
the linear list with the encryption key, and
adds/stores it to the encrypted search result ar-
ray; and
the encrypted linear list adding unit of the en-
crypted search result adding module stores the
respective keyword and the final point informa-
tion that is the address of the last data in the
encrypted linear list for the keyword to an adding
information storage module provided in advance
as adding information.

7. The encrypted search data adding/deleting method
as claimed in claim 6, wherein:

in parallel to processing for storing the final point
information to the adding information storage
module, the encrypted linear list adding unit of
the encrypted search result adding module
stores, to a deleting information storage module
provided in advance, addresses on the encrypt-
ed search result storage module where docu-
ment identifiers of each of the search results are
stored; and
when there is a command for deleting a docu-
ment regarding a specific document identifier
from a user, an encrypted search result deleting
module initializes the address on the encrypted
search result storage module corresponding to
the document identifier stored in the deleting in-
formation storage module.

8. An encrypted search data adding/deleting program
used with an encrypted search database device
which performs searching by using a keyword from
a plurality of encrypted and registered document da-
ta, which causes a computer provided to the encrypt-
ed search database device to execute:

a procedure for generating, for the respective
keyword, a search result array as a list of the
document data corresponding to the keyword
and an initial point array as a list of addresses
of first data corresponding to the keyword in the
search result array;
a procedure for encrypting the search result ar-
ray and the initial point array with a given en-
cryption key, respectively, and storing those to
an encrypted search result storage module;

a procedure for generating a linear list that is a
list of the search results containing a specific
keyword for a newly registered document data;
a procedure for generating initial point informa-
tion that is the address of first data correspond-
ing to the keyword in the linear list;
a procedure for encrypting the initial point infor-
mation with the encryption key, and adding/stor-
ing it to the encrypted initial point array;
a procedure for generating an encrypted linear
list acquired by encrypting the linear list with the
encryption key, and adding/storing it to the en-
crypted search result array; and
a procedure for storing the respective keyword
and the final point information that is the address
of the last data in the encrypted linear list for the
keyword to an adding information storage mod-
ule provided in advance as adding information.

9. The encrypted search data adding/deleting program
as claimed in claim 8, which causes the computer
provided to the encrypted search database device
to execute:

in parallel to processing for storing the final point
information to the adding information storage
module, a procedure for storing, to a deleting
information storage module provided in ad-
vance, addresses on the encrypted search re-
sult storage module where document identifiers
of each of the search results are stored; and
when there is a command for deleting a docu-
ment regarding a specific document identifier
from a user, a procedure for initializing the ad-
dress on the encrypted search result storage
module corresponding to the document identifi-
er stored in the deleting information storage
module.
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